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1.

SKIDDING MASSIVE LOADS:

For heavy loads not exceeding 30000 Tonnes there is a range of equipment which can
be used to lift and move the load,
The equipment varies from pneumatic tyred trailers to Hoover systems.
Where the load is physically large in terms of its linear dimensions and the overall load
well spread ,these systems can often accept loads up to 2000 tonnes.
In general ,however, once the load exceed 1000 Tonnes ,the system available are reduced
to those which rely on some form of skidding technique.
Skidding massive loads is an ancient art and simple in principle, providing motive force
and distributing the load are, however, more intractable problems.
The physical size are and capacity of the system varies with the job concerned and where
multiple Gripper Jaws and Jacks are utilized they are synchronized and centrally controlled
Prime movers or Power packs vary according to usage.
In some cases where mobility of the unit from one side to another is not required,they are
mounted as fixed units ,in order, modular and portable packs are used enabling the capacity
of the system to be modified by adding power packs and thus allowing the system to be
moved from location to location as will.
2.

SKIDDING METHOD:

Skidding is the most cost-effective and accurate method of moving and positioning of
Heavy loads.
ST-has a team of experts who can deliver skid-systems with a Push/Pull-capacity ranging
from 10T up to 6000 Tonnes.
Hydraulic skid units can be used for the load-out of Jackets and Modules ,launching of
Jackets ,positioning of Modules and Deck trusses, moving of Ship sections and other
heavy plant or equipment .
ST-Skid units can produce equal push or pull force, so either method can be used for
moving the load, giving flexibility in operation.
The heavy load slides along the same skid beam on which the skid units grip ,or a two
way skid –track can be fitted at both sides of the main support beams ,this latest solution
is popular because the skid units (four nos instead of two nos) can move underneath the
Jacket or Module and can safe some length of the launch barge.
No alterations are required to the skid beams as the units can be accommodated to any
standard steel profile.
ST supplies skid units of any size and for any purpose,the units are tough,they are designed
for maximum long term reliability and for use under the most rugged conditions.

3.

JACKET LAUNCHER:

The JS-JL designed Jacket launch skidding system can be used for Pulling on a Jacket onto
the launch barge, and can also be used for launching assistance of the Jacket into the Sea.
ST can deliver a self contained skidding system which operate from the two or four skidding
and/or support girders onto the barge,ie two or four units are included, however for less
space requirements the four nos JL-skidding units can be used.
The ST-JL skid units are laid out for:
-Auxiliary grippers enable the ST-skid units to walk over the skid beam without necessary
being connected to the jacket and /or anchoring
-Power feeding to the skid units.
-Each skid unit has his own hydraulic circuit with pump
-One centralized and fixed located Prime movers and control station ,the hydraulic
interconnection connected into a central connection point ,at the beams ,to follow the move
ments of the skidding unit all flexible hoses are stored into a vertical mounted / situated
Powerloop dragchain with rollers.
4.

ADVANCED SKIDDING TECHNOLOGY:

The concept of skidding is simple ,but it,s execution is highly sophisticated.
A heavy load to be moved is supporting on steel made tracks and the skid unit trough their
hydraulic acting Gripper jacks who are vertically mounted within a so called Gripper-jaw,
grip the beams and pull or push the load through the hydraulic operated Skid jacks
The interface area between steel /steel must be calculated as min 60 to max 80 kg/cm2
(ie a load of 1000 T in weight need a sledge surface of 16700 cm2 with a sledge width of 100 cm the supporting length must be 166 cm or 1660 mm min.)
5.

GRIPPER-JAWS:

A skid unit has one or two Gripper Jaws depending on the beam width ,which clamp-on
opposite sides of the skid beam flanges.
The Gripper jaws are made in one piece from solid forced high yield steel and machined
accurately on all surfaces and sides.
The fluid canals to and from the Clamping jacks are internally in the gripper jaw body,
except for main connections to the hydraulic fluid and power supply.
-In case of a leakage of a clamping jack the HP port can be blanked off by using a plug.
-Special grease canals are provided to feed the lower wiper-seal to avoid drying out of the Seal.

6.

CLAMPING JACKS :

Each Gripper jaw assembly is provided with a row of vertical mounted single acting,
spring return /retracted hydraulic operated clamping jacks.(diameters up to 200 mm)
The number of jacks is matched to the required skid force.
The jacks having a low profile ,hardened teeth on each jack to maximize grip and to overcome problems of grease /denting and rust on the skid beam ,friction factors of 2f =0,36
has been founded after so many years ,and by this expertise a Jacket- weight of 18000 T.
can be moved by a required push/pull force of 3600 T. (ie 2 x 1800T or 4 x 900T PP.)
The standard stroke of the clamping jack is 10 mm (3/8 inch) but can be adjusted,by this the
Skid unit can follow considerable dimensional deviatation in the skid beams and bridge
differences in level where skid units are joined
7.

SKIDJACKS :

ST-Skid units usually have one or two skid jacks ,however up to six jacks can be fitted on
our Locomotive unit to provide a push-pull force of 3000 Tonnes per unit and over.
-When two or more jacks are fitted they can be joined by a Swivel plate to equalize the skid forces.
-The Swivel plates also eliminates the need for pad eyes on the the load,provides a means
to connect a Pull bar and can accommodate an auxiliary clamping system, this system
enable the whole skid unit to travel independently on the skid beam.
The skid jacks are of the double acting model ,test pressure is 1,5 x work pressure of 350 Bar
(5000 psi) and the push force ( piston side) is identical as the Pull force (rod side)’
Safety factor for cylinder-rod on Buckling is min.3, piston diameter up to max.480 mm
8.

PRIME MOVER (POWER PACK)

The Prime mover for the Jacket handling system consist of two nos four stroke ,water cooled
Diesel engines who are flexible coupled to the hydraulic operated pumps, completely covered
and a heavy duty skid base frame with lift eyes at four corners
Each skid unit has his own pump running in a Open loop circuitry ,operating pressure up to
350 Bar (5000 psi)
The Power pack is completely self contained with hydraulic fluid tank with fluid , Fuel tank
with fuel , Coolers ,Return and High pressure filters / Engine Instrumentation /Electric
Starting with idling /max. speed control / Exhaust and Silencers / Radiator / Alternator /
Seat and Control stand / Covered / Marine painted /
-The installed power of 2 x 400 BHp is based on a average skid speed of abt. 0-0,5 M/min at
3600 T push/pull force.

9.

SKIDDING PRINCIPLES:

Our Jacket handling skid system is a device for applying large traction forces to move the
Jacket horizontally and is based on the static hold force or friction between the Gripper jaws
with their Clamping jacks and the flange of a skid beam
The Clamping force (N) is exerted hydraulically by a set of single acting spring returned
Clamping jacks located in the gripper jaw housing.
After these Clamping jacks have been hydraulically pressurized and locked,the movement
of the load (Jacket) is effected by the skid jacks who are horizontally placed and pin mounted
to the gripper jaw and Jacket connecting point.
After a full push ( launching ) or pull (–load out situation) stroke the Gripper jacks will then
be released allowing the skid jacks to perform the not working return stroke.
The sequence can be repeated any number of times to move the Jacket over any desired distance.
An important feature of this JL system is that the skid beam flange will not be weakened by
cut-outs slots or recesses ,fabrication of the skid beams will be simplified and the operation
is easier,ie No problem of not engaging due to pitch variations of slots as the griper jaws will
clamp in any position
10.
1.
2.
3.

SOME ADVANTAGES OF ST-SKIDDING DEVICES:

Low maintenance profile
The Gripper jaw system allows for considerable tolerances and misalignment of skid Bean flanges.
It,s not necessary to use oil or grease on the skid beams or PTFE sliding pads,because skidding steel
to steel is a reliable method (note interface pressure 80 – 125 kg/cm2
Example:
Skid force required by steel on steel…………….. 1/5 x Weight. (3600T-PP)
		
Skid force required by steel on greased steel……...1/8 x Weight (2250T-PP)
		
Skid force req. Teflon pads + AISI plates………….1/5 x Weight (1800 T-PP)
4.
Push force is equal to pull force.
5.
Skid jack rod surface treated with Cr/Ni -60/40 mu .plating.
6.
Air bleeding nipples in skid jacks
7.
Grease chamber with nipple to feed wiper seal at ros side end to prevent drying out
8.
Safety factor against buckling of rod is 3.
9.
Test pressure is 1,5 x work pressure
10.
Each gripper jack can be simple blinded off in case of a hydr.leakage
11.
Integrated hydr. canals.
12.
Skid jack with self alignment spherical bearings with grease nipple.
13.
Good track record since 1970
14.
Launch barge with two adjustable in span type of support beams with skid tracks.
		
-Double layout of Rocker beams
		
-Ballast system ,launch position of Jacket ,trim + 5 degrees with horizon.
		
-Stand by with winch(es) and reeving blocks.
		
-Sledges can be designed (with or without Load cells )
		
-Pull bar can be designed.
		
-Load out studies /sequence possible.
		
-Skid operator(s) / supervisor is possible
		
-Tidal study for skid speed .

11.

INDUSTRIES AND PRODUCTS WHO HAVE BEEN USING SKID SYSTEMS
-Civil industry :
		 req.Push /Pull forces in T
-Generator skidder in large windmill housing			
2x PP 20T
-Module Skidder on fabrication sit			
2 x PP400 T
-Truss skidder on construction plant			
2 x PP800T
-Carriage skidder on 3000 T cap.Ship lift			
1 x P120 T
-Carriage + Ship sideward skidder.
		
3 x PP60 T
Maritime :
- Section lenghts for ship on yard			
2 x PP100 T
-Steel wire rope puller (linear Puller)			
1 x P1000 T
-Chain ( 3 1/4 Anchor chain) Puller for pipelines			
1 x P1500 T
Offshore:
-Loadout and Launching of Jacket , W30K on barge max 			
2x PP3000T
Drilling industry:
-MUD package in modules
			
2x PP60T
-Landrig , transferring of total package			
2x PP150
Jackup :
Canti-lever beams ( two jacks in one train,using rod			
2x PP750
and piston area in cm2) North-South direction ,80ft
- Rig skidder ,stroke 608 ( 20ft) mm .East-West dir.			
2 x 180 T
- Derrick skidder , PPH horizontal jacks + vertical jack
and heavy duty rollers (type Hillman)			
4 x PPT80
Drill Ship & Semi Submersible
BOP cart Skidder on HE600M beams			
BOP Gantry on Sledges , Square beam 200x200 mm			
Rig skidder , not required change DP			

2 x PP60
2 x PP60
NA

12.
SLEDGES & SKID BEAMS:
Major heavy loads are supported on opposite beams , ST to ST interface ,greasing can be done ,its reduce the
friction factor ,the best way to reduce (Jackets) dramatically the friction factor is using kind of Teflon running
on lubbed grease on stainless steel plates.
We can design for you :
All type of Sledges /Push-Pull bars / Rail type of tracks / Square type of track / HEM beams
(in L of 40ft) for making a skid track -ie loadout on yards ,T-beams with web plates / Beams
with two webplates / Slot-holes in flat steel plates/

Commodity: SKIDDING SYSTEMS
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We hope that this brief description of a typical Skidding Technology and Jacket
Loadout / Launch system suit your requirements ,if you have any querries please contact us in Holland /
Singapore and Kuala Lumpur.
STOUCO CONSULTANCE BV (www.stubitec.nl )
johnstouten@ziggo.nl / wekaasia@pacific.net.sg(mr Albert Harris /Victor Ho)

2- Track record-SKIDDING SYSTEMS

STOUCO-TRACK RECORD OF THE DUTCH-SKIDDER:
Client /Operator:
Heerema/Heerema : Jacket launcher ,Push /Pull capacity 2 x 2000 mT to
Launch jackets up to a weight of 47.000 mt.
Diesel (GM) /hydraulic driven.
All fitted on a launch barge with rocker beams.
Phillips Petroleum / Deutag:
Rig skidding package ,comprising two nos PPR.180-2 and
two nos PPR.180-2 for N-S and E-West movements
by ST- skidding systems ,Push/Pull capacity 180 mT each,
stroke 2 feet (610 mm).
Electro/hydraulic power source,location Maureen field.UK
Shell /Sante Fe :

Neddrill / Noble:

Rig skidding package on platform, comprising two nos PPR.
160-2 and two nos PPR.160-2 for N-S and E-W movements
of the derrick by ST- skidding devices ,Push/Pull cap. 160 T
each and a stroke of 2 ft.
Electro/hydraulic driven ,location Fulmar field.
BOP Skidding system on drillship, two nos operating at 2 mtr
Under water, comprising two nos PPD.100-2 for PS to SB movements and two nos PPD100-2 for fwd to aft (centerwell) direction ,Push/pull capacity 100 mT stroke 610 mm
Electro/hydraulic power pack ,location world-wide.

NPPC /Abu Dhabi : (one system in 1997 and repeat in 2001)
Module skidding ,to transfer a module from manufacturing side
via skid beams onto a transport barge, module weights upto
4000 T , delivery of two ST- Skidding devices type PPM.500-1
Pus/pull capacity 500 mT with a 1 mtr stroke
Diesel /hydraulic power source ,location on NPPC yard.
Neddrill / Noble :
BOP skidding system for handling the BOP stack in the T-slot
and moon pool with Centre-well area , four nos ST. PPD120-2
skidding devices, Push-pull force 120 mt. stroke 610 mm.
Power source from ships circuit ,operating Brasil area

Bowden Drilling :
For nos ST- skidding devices,type PPR.80 for movements of
their standard Derrick with Substructure.
Push/pull capacity 80 T each with a 610 mm stroke.
Power source from rigs circuit, mainly Workover operations.
Exxon/Mobil :

Otto Candies :

Two nos skidding devices on board of a standby supply ship
operating by Surf ,Handling a large moon pool hatch with 100T
load.
Skidding system type PPH.40-500.,Push/pull cap. 40 mT with
a 500 mm stroke for each.
Operating area : Angola-waters
Two nos skidding devices on board of a standby supply ship
Operating by Otto Candies,handling a moonpool hatch with a
140T X-mas tree load,Skidding system PPH50-500 ,Push/pull
Cap.50T with a 500 mm stroke.(20inches)
Operating area :Gulf of Mexico.

Blohm & Voss /Gasprom
Jacket launcher and Module handler,4 nos PPM.800-1 fitted on
a transport and launch barge, operating in Russian waters.
Push/Pull capacity 800 mT per system and a 1 mtr stroke.
Diesel/hydraulic driven
Texaco/Heerema:
Module skidder, each module with a weight up to 3600 T will be
Skidded to the right location on the jacket after setting by Heerema.
Push /pull capacity 2 x 350 mT with a 800 mm stroke.
Mainly used in North Sea –hook ups, the ST- module skidder has
Abt. 50 nos. modules been skidded sofar.
Total –UK:

Noble/Usa:

Small skidding system for movements of their mud package on a
Production platform in the north sea area.
Push/pull capacity 2 x 40 mT ,stroke 750 mm,small 7,5kw HPU.
The four leg jackup rig Savasauge is equipped with a two cylinder
system for handling the cantilever and four 2x2 rig skidders.
Both cylinders are double acting ,stroke 610 mm ,push/pull capacity
abt 200 ton at 150 bar each (Slot hole/pin system),the PPR has a
push pull capacity of 100 mT each, with a stroke of 610 mm

BP/Beatrice B & C
Rig skidding packages for the movements of the sub-base and drill
Tower and two for movement of the tower (derrick) only.
ST type PPR80-0,45-610 ,having a push/pull cap.of 80 mT,a average skid speed of 0,45 M/min and a stroke of 610 mm.
Drilling contractors : KCA and Deutag.
Power source from platform circuit.

Shell /Brunei
Two nos skidding devices for transferring heli-deck on top of a satellite
unmanned production platform .PP 30-750. eexd layout
Transocean Labrador/Jackup ,Canti Skidder 2 x 700T & Rig Skid-Tilter
4 x 60T
Petronas /Launch barge : Jacket /Module skidder , Push/Pull 6000 mT.
Weight up to 18000 T

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE STOUCO SKIDDING DEVICES
Some advantages of the STOUCO Skidding devices are:
1)

Well proven design and a good track record.

2)

The clamping arrangement are by double acting type of jacks,ie
on release the spring acting jacks are over winning the possible 4 bar
(60psi) back pressure acting normally in the Rigs hydraulic circuit.

3)

The interface-pressure of our clamping jacks are not damaging the surface of the beams.

4)

Low maintenance profile

5)

The gripper jaw system allows for considerable tolerances and misalign
- ment of the skid beam flanges

6)

Its not necessary to use oil or grease on the skid beam or PTFE sliding
pads, because skidding steel to steel is a reliable method (be noted that
the inter face pressure should be min.80 – 125 kg/cm2 (1250 N/cm2)

7)

The Push force is equal to Pull force.

8)

Each skidding device has his own pump(segment) and can operate
independently , ie one unit can do pushing and the opposite unit can
do pulling all at the same time.

9)

On standard deliveries Stouco supply you a 3% synchronization during skidding ,however electronic
stroke measuring devices can be integrated

10)

Skid jacks rod surfaces are treated with Cr/Ni (60/40 mu)plating.

11)

Self alignment -spherical bearings are fitted on each skid jack.

12)

Air bleeding nipples are fitted on skid jack highest points.

13)

Grease chamber with nipple to feed the rod wiper seal to prevent
drying out and prevent ingress of moisture.

14)

Safety factor against buckling of rod is min. 3 under full load.

15)

When a leakage occurs of a clamping jack, this canal can be blanked
off by a plug.

15)

Quick replaceable gripper jacks, standardized into one unit.

16)

Skid stroke speeds up to 10ft (3 mtr) p/sec can be adopted.

17)

STOUCO has No limitations in Skid forces and skid beam sizes.

18)

High safety factor on friction of clamping jacks

19)

Test pressure of our skidding units are 1,5 x work/operating pressure.

20)

FAT sheet will be submitted.
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